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1. A pebble dropped into a calm pond, causing ripples in the form of circles. The radius r of the outer ripple

is increasing at a constant rate of 1 foot per second. When the radius is 4 feet, at what rate is the area A of

the water disturbed changing?

2. Water runs into a conical tank at the rate of 9 ft
3
/min. The tank stands point down and has a height of 10 ft

and a base radius of 5 ft. How fast is the water level rising when the water is 6 ft deep?
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We want
doff when r=4 .

We know datf =L
. ftfs .

A = IT r2 when r=4
,

9¥ = Ztrdr g¥=2to4 . 1=8 'T ft%
at

The area is increasing at a rat of 8 'T 725 ft% when

the radius is 4ft
.

water In -5ft

2¥ o¥t=9 ffymin
; iklq¥m¥,loft we want

dad when h=6ft .

* d
We need an equation relating h and V

for a cone .

We know V=tzTr2h .

Can we eliminate r ? Using similar triangles : ÷ = To or red
substitute : V=tzTtzhTh=Fzh3 .

So

o¥n=Eth?dh at

At h=6
, 9=41.62 . ddhqe .

Or
dghq = ,¥ 20.318 ftlmin

.

When the height of water is left
,

the height is increasing at a rate

of about 0.318 ftfmin
.



3. A police cruiser, approaching a right-angled intersection from the north, is chasing a speeding car that has

turned the corner and is now moving straight east. When the cruiser is 0.6 mi north of the intersection and

the car is 0.8 mi to the east, the police determine that the distance between them and the car they are chasing

is increasing at a rate of 20 mph. If the cruiser is moving at 60 mph at the instant of measurement, what is

the speed of the car?

4. A hot air balloon rising straight up from a level field is tracked by a range finder 500 feet from the lift-off

point. At the moment the range finder’s elevation angle is ⇡/4, the angle is increasing at the rate of 0.14

radians/min. How fast is the balloon rising at that moment?
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a2+b2=o2
police.

cruiser

aMisfortune When a=o°6mi,b-0.8mi,
and

odgf=2omph,
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C b speeding
and

d¢aq= - 60 mph

Intersection
car

we want dbdt '

2a¥tt2b¥n=2co¥t .
so d¥t=[co¥. ag.at/b.lweneedo:Et8Ttt6i

so c=D

So

dobq=l[20-6.6×-60%8=70
mph .

At the moment In this scenario
,

the car Is traveling at 70 mph away from the intersection .

qt
balloon

a
when 0¥ and od¥t=o.l4

¥
h

We want dh

• - So tanotshoo or h=5ootanO .

4 500ft

range
finder

50 dd¥= 500 seihooddtf .
When # ¥ and dd0q= 0.14

,

dYq= 500 . SEECED . @.l4)= 50002 . 0.14=140 ftfnin

THE"
So  at the moment the rangefinder Is at

fu

see # 2q=r
an angle of 450

,
the balloon :S rising at a rate

see 'Fa=z
of l40ft/mih .


